Class 1
- to cry
- to rule
- to kill
- to do to oneself (reflexive)
- to whirl
- to do
- to rain

Class 2
- to achieve a state of something
- to wear
- to sit
- to wander
- to sit
- to feel
- to raise
- to throw
- to hide (oneself)
- to move (to a different place)
- to crouch
- to give
- to flow
- to be happy
- to graze
- to come
- to live
- to fall
- to draw

Class 3
- to beautify
- to become
- to dance
- to wear
- to pour
- to write
- to run
- to drive
- to build, tie on, or wear
- to scream
- to mix
- to remove
- to show
- to sweep
- to suck (on something)
- to spill
- to comb, shave/pare off
- to push
- to scold
- to steal
- to correct
- to turn
- to brush
- to search
- to dig
- to believe
- to stop
- to remind
- to fill
- to swim
- to share
- to use
- to sing
- to praise
- to lock
- to speak
- to go
- to change
- to close
- to buy
- to chase away
- to brush, make shine
- to play
- to throw
- to cut
Class 4

- to get hurt
- to pray
- to call
- to go bad/rot
- to get angry
- to eat
- to shoot or make (துருக்கு, மைது)
- to say
- to get hurt
- to touch
- to plant
- to leave (a place)
- to put
- to leave (something)
- to release/publish (a book)

Class 5

- to eat
- to ask
- to eat (often of animals)
- to stand
- to sell

Class 6

- to give
- to see
- to hit
- to bite
- to think
- to bathe
- to put or to have
- to iron, rub
- to spray
- to study, read
- to break
- to bury
- to take
- to catch, hold
- to hurt
- to be sweet
- to fold
- to wash
- to hide
- to drink
- to finish
- to cook
- to burn
- to pluck, dig a hole
- to erase, destroy
- to tear or rip
- to show
- to teach
- to step on
- to think
- to think
- to care for
- to tolerate, to be patient
- to lose
- to smile or laugh
- to find
- to sew/stitch
- to wipe
- to bark
- to translate

Class 7

- to be
- to walk
- to forget
- to be bitter
- to open
- to get up
- to cross
- to be born
- to lose
- to live (as in a house)
- to fly
- to die
- to milk
- to marry
- to be somewhere
- to be surprised
- to mix